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Dr. Martha Irwin
Reading and writing are both dynamic
interactive processes of constructing meaning.
Writing activities are not only of value in
themselves but they contribute reading
development. Purposeful writing activities
should be designed to acquaint students with
a wide range of narrative and expository
genre. However, merely assigning written
work is not sufficient; modeling and guided
practice are needed to insure that thinking
and learning are enhanced by integrating
reading and writing within the curriculum.
The purpose of this paper is to elaborate
upon the relationships between writing and
reading, to give examples of narrative and
expository lessons and to encourage reading
teachers to become writing teachers as well.

a sense both reader and writer must
adapt to their perceptions about their
partner in negotiating what a text
means. (p. 568)
Because they are similar processes
involving language and cognition, they are
mutually supportive. Goodman and Goodman
(1983) believe that:
... people not only learn to read by
reading and write by writing but they
also learn to read by writing and write
by reading. For the teacher trying to
support written language development
the key objective is to keep the pupils
actively involved in both processes. A
successful writing curriculum will be one
that builds on personal writing, builds
the functions of interpersonal writing,
and helps pupils to find frequent real
purposes for such writing with real
audiences. A successful reading
curriculum involves pupils in an
awareness of the role of the author.
(p. 592)

Why Should Readers Write?
Tierney and Pearson (1983) believe that
both reading and writing are acts of
composing:
From a reader's perspective, meaning is
created as a reader uses his background
of experience together with the author's
cues to come to grips both with what the
writer is getting him to do or think and
what the reader decides and creates for
himself. As a writer writes, she uses her
own background of experience to
generate ideas and, in order to produce
a text which is considerate to her
idealized reader, filters these drafts
through her judgements about what her
reader's background of experience will
be, what she wants to say, and what she
wants to get the reader to think or do. In

Support for incorporating meaningful
writing into the daily program is provided in
Becoming a Nation of Readers (Anderson,
Hiebert, Scott, and Wilkinson, 1985):
Writing activities, in particular, should
be integrated into the reading period.
Students can do extended writing in
place of some of the workbook pages
that now occupy so much of their time ...
Opportunities to write have been found
to contribute to knowledge of how
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reflect upon information and beliefs and
apply insights to their own lives.

written and oral language are related,
and to growth in phonics, spelling,
vocabulary development, and reading
comprehension . . . The value for
reading is one reason for increased
writing. Of course, the principal reason
is that learning to write well is a valued
goal in its own right. (pp. 79-80)

Writing serves a number of functions,
sometimes for personal satisfaction but more
often for communication with others. Because
the reasons for writing vary, style and genre
take many forms. Therefore students need a
range of opportunities to express themselves.
Smith (1983) suggests many options:

In addition to enhancing reading, writing
activities also promote the learning of
content. Language is the medium through
which subject matter learning takes place. By
organizing our thoughts and writing them for
others, we come to understand and remember
material, as noted by McNeil (1987):

Writing is for stories to be read, books
to be published, poems to be recited,
plays to be acted, songs to be sung,
newspapers to be shared, letters to be
mailed, jokes to be told, notes to be
passed, cards to be sent, cartoons to be
labelled, instructions to be followed,
designs to be made, recipes to be
cooked, messages to be exchanged,
programs to be organized, excursions
to be planned, catalogs to be compared,
entertainment guides to be consulted,
memos to be circulated, announcements
to be posted, bills to be collected,
posters to be displayed, cribs to be
hidden, and diaries to be concealed.
Writing is for ideas, action, reflection,
and experience. It is not for having your
ignorance exposed, your sensitivity
destroyed, or your ability assessed.
(p. 55)

Underlying the writing-to-comprehend
approach are the assumptions that by
writing, students become more sensitive
to the characteristics of written
language, better prepared to deal with
the subject matter concepts that will
appear in text (prereading), and better
able to relate their reading to their own
lives, thereby contributing to both
comprehension and memory of text
(postreading). (p. 164)
In short, writing contributes to writing
competence and to reading ability. Writing
also fosters greater understanding and
remembering of subject matter content.
Indeed, it is much too valuable to be
neglected.

Many of these forms can be adapted to
writing in the content areas. Rather than
making assignments in which students are to
prove subject mastery by repeating
information from texts or lectures, have them
engage in well-designed activities in which
they take a stance or point of view, organize
information and address the writing to a
particular audience. For example, two
variations of a writing assignment to fulfill the
objectives of having students understand the
vastness of the solar system and explore the
possibilities for travel to other planets
are: (1) write a short story about travel from
one planet to another, with the hero or
heroine telling what is observed on each, or
(2) assume a position as a reporter for a
video newspaper that is circulated throughout
the solar system and write some news stories
telling what life is like on each planet(T chudi
and Huerta, 1983; Tchudi and Tchudi, 1983;
Tchudi and Yates, 1983).

What Should Students Write?
Writing experiences must be thoughtfully
planned in order to realize these values.
Filling in blanks or writing complete sentences
to answer a series of detailed questions about
stories or texts are ineffective practices. Such
activities are not strategies for constructing
meaning; rather they are ways to insure that
students read the assignment and to test their
comprehension. Furthermore, many students
can write one-word answers or even
paraphrase sentences without really
understanding the material or seeing its
relationship to their lives. Clearly, writing
must be done for purposes that are
meaningful to learners and must be designed
in ways to help them realize the structure of
materials, compare and contrast ideas,
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activities have been incorporated into
classrooms in ways divorced from
actual reading and writing tasks, and
without teaching students how to use
them to advantage in their own reading
and writing, the potential of such
activities to improve student
performance may have been unwittingly
subverted. (p. 37)

Journals provide another writing format.
Response journals in which learners record
ideas, feelings and questions and in which
teachers respond to their comments have
been found useful. A variation is to have
students keep content journals in which they
have ongoing interactions with the teacher
about their readings. Learners can comment
about any part of the text they choose,
perhaps by completing a lead-in sentence
such as:
I was surprised to learn that ...
I'm beginning to wonder about ...
I emphatically agree/disagree with ...
This character/setting/situation reminds
me of ...
I really like-dislike this idea because ...
The ideas here remind me of the ideas in
(title of work) because ...

The implication is that reading a_nd
writing must be integral parts of lessons;
lessons must be carefully planned to
incorporate both content and process.
Strategies must be modeled and students
must be guided in their practice of constructing
meaning through reading and writing. Not
only must we get students to read and write,
we must teach them to read and write and we
must do so in real reading and writing
situations.

The information here issimilarto/conflicts
with ...
A wise teacher will not only respond to
the comments but will also use some of them
as the basis for class discussions so that the
writer is not simply trying to please the
instructor.

Several terms related to writing instruction
are found in current literature: whole
language, language experience, writing
process, emergent literacy. Although some of
these appear to be conflicting, there are
basic agreements. For one thing, emphasis is
upon whole language for communication of
meaning (Goodman, 1986) rather than on
bits and pieces of isolated words or unrelated
sentences. With language experience
approaches (Allen and Allen, 1982), the
teacher might supply topics, sentence starters
or story starters and might take the students'
stories by dictation until the children have
been taught to write and spell. By contrast,
authorities on the writing process (Graves,
1985) encourage students to choose their own
topics, compose in relation to their purpose
and their audience, and revise and edit with
the help of their classmates and the teacher.
Teachers who understand natural literacy
development (Harste, Woodward and Burke,
1984), commonly called emergent literacy
(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott and Wilkinson,
1985), recognize the child's early pencil and
paper efforts as communication of meaning
and as natural stages in the development of
spelling, phonics, and reading. Despite the
differences, all of these recommendations
promote reading and writing as meaningful
whole language processes.

How Do Students Learn to Write?
Using a variety of formats and incentives
to get students to write is necessary, but not
sufficient. Applebee, Langer and Mullis
(1987), in Learning to be Literate in
America, state that instruction based on
recent theories about teaching reading and
writing has not necessarily affected
achievement. They report that students
whose teachers used process-oriented
approaches did not show significantly better
results on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) than those who
used little or no process instruction. They
hypothesize that the explanation for this is
that the approaches may have been
implemented in a superficial way or primarily
used with the weaker students who need extra
attention" (p. 37). They add:
11
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At its best, instruction in reading and
writing processes provides students with
powerful strategies for thinking about
what they are doing. However, if such
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a problem, and the author doesn't hesitate in
letting the reader in on it. The teacher might
encourage some predictions here, such as
what difficulties might Imogene face? What
advantages might antlers have for her?
Predictions might be jotted down -- either on
the chalkboard by the teacher or on paper by
individual students -- to be evaluated after
reading. After reading silently and evaluating
their predictions, students might be guided to
make a map to show the immediate problems
Imogene faced, the people who tried to help,
the uses to which she put the antlers and the
final outcome. Mapping, of course, can take
various forms. For this story, the teacher
might draw on the board a diagram with
blanks, as shown in Figure 1. By modeling and
eliciting responses from children, the blanks
can be filled, similar to Figure 2.

In one way or another, current professional
literature also emphasizes the active role of
adults (both parents and teacher) and peers
in fostering reading and writing development.
Smith (1983) believes that children must
become members of the club of writers. As
learners watch people engaged in purposeful
writing activities, they too attempt writing to
accomplish their own purposes. Members of
the club respond to their messages, providing
support and helpful feedback. Graves (1985)
stresses the importance of teachers being
writers themselves so that they understand
the process and can model the various phases
for their students. Reading and writing are
purposeful social processes and should be
learned and taught as such. The teacher does
not teach writing simply by planning and
assigning written work which the teacher
marks; instead he or she plans lessons for
which the children will have an audience,
models (not lectures about) the process and
responds to writers during (not after) the
composing and revising stages.

The completed map provides notes for a
summary of the story. However, writing a
summary might not be as meaningful as
writing another adventure for Imogene,
particularly in light of the ending of the book
in which she appears at breakfast on Friday
morning without antlers -- but with peacock
feathers! What a wonderful opportunity for
the children to be guided to fill in another
blank map as in Figure 1, changing the center
from "Imogene's Antlers" to "Imogene's
Feathers" and brainstorming a new set of
problems, helpers and uses. Using these
ideas, a new story can be written. Undoubtedly
the mapping based upon the author's story
elements will influence the students to write
stories with a problem, episodes and a
resolution. Thus, children learn to write by
reading and the teacher has played an active
role in guiding students to apply story
grammar features to the writing of a wellconstructed story.

The concept of prior knowledge is also
widely acknowledged in the professional
literature on reading and writing. One
reason the language experience is successful
is that students write about things they have
seen, done, felt, talked about and thought
about; they build on what they know about
the world and about language. Advocates of
the writing process stress the importance of
the prewriting phase as an active time of
gathering and expanding upon information,
organizing ideas and thinking about
relationships, i.e., accessing prior knowledge
and building background. Readers and
writers must spend much time experiencing,
thinking and talking in order to construct
more meaning during the actual interaction
with the printed material. Good writing
involves a lot of planning and preparation to
activate and extend background knowledge,
just as good reading does.

Incidentally, one of the reasons this is an
effective lesson lies in the fact that Imogene's
Antlers is a considerate, well-written text.
The general plan of the lesson can be
adapted to many stories, but the teacher must
look at them carefully first to see if they have
the themes, language structures and elements
of story grammar that we want students to
emulate.

O.K., I'm Convinced.
Can You Give Me Some Examples?
The first sentence of David Small's (1985)
book, Imogene's Antlers, is "On Thursday,

when Imogene woke up, she found she had
grown antlers." Now there's a character with
11
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Figure 1.

Blank map for Imogene's Antlers
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mind, e.g., to persuade potential purchasers
to buy or to label an item in an exhibit of
inventions. As a result of several guided
practices with similar procedures and other
topics, students will no longer mechanically
copy reports from an encyclopedia with little
learning of either content or process.

The following example shows how reading
and writing can be combined within a lesson
in a subject area. Perhaps the children have
been studying about inventions in social
studies. The teacher wants to work toward a
content objective that students wi 11 genera Iize
about the values of inventions and a process
objective that they will gather and organize
information from reference books. With
teacher guidance, students can brainstorm
some general questions about inventions.
After the questions have been generated in
random order, they can be grouped into
categories. The list might include the
following:

What Next?
More ideas? The references in the
bibliography will provide valuable insights
about the writing process. If you haven't read
anything on this topic recently, Graves (1985)
and Goodman (1986) are clear and
inspirational starting points. Or if you want to
see how classroom teachers are translating
theory into practice, read Breaking Ground
(Hansen, Newkirk and Graves, 1985).

1. What is the invention?
2. What is it used for?

Better yet, get involved in writing yourself
-- real writing, that is. Experience the joys of
interacting with others through the medium
of pen and paper or word processors. Engage
in writing activities along with your students.
Come on, now, what do you think Imogene
did with those peacock feathers?

3. Who uses it?
* * * * *
4. What does it look like?
5. How does it work?
6. How old is it?
7. Who invented it?
8. Where did the idea come from?
* * * * *
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about it?

10. What are some things people don't
like about it?
* * * * *

11. How has the invention changed our
lives?

12. How would our lives be different if it
went out of existence?
Next, the teacher can model the
development of a report on one invention.
Information might be read aloud by the
teacher while the students listen for answers
to specific questions and make notes. The
notes can be organized into sentences and
paragraphs and a draft written on the
chalkboard. Pairs of students can choose
other inventions, select questions of interest,
gather information and write a report.
Instead of a straight factual report, students
might write with a particular audience in
14

Transformational Environment has recently
been implemented through a multi-media
classroom project in Birmingham, Alabama
public schools this past year. In this project,
many instructional activities not only were
consistent with the guidelines identified
above for a TE, but also with the "Ten
Questions to Ask about Instructional
Activities" presented in "New Decisions
About Reading." While the formal project
evaluation has not yet been completed, the
teachers involved have given the project an
"A+". Among the impacts of the project the
teachers identified, they were most
impressed with the gains they feel their
students made in both written and oral
communication and in self-esteem. These
ideas do work . It is my hope that
professional educators from a variety of
specializations will support each other in
our efforts to create more effective learning
environments.

focus. Responses to these questions do not
lend themselves easily to standardization or
relative position on a normal curve. The
emphasis is on personal growth and
application. It will be interesting indeed to
see how this sort of evaluation lends itself to
traditional grading systems. Such systems
tend to compare levels of acquisition of
content information across sample populations rather than to measure growth of
individual process skills and their integration.
This is not to say that there is no place for
many traditional evaluation tools such as
those used for diagnosis. The point being
made here is that evaluation is a critical tool
in facilitating learning. It can easily become
an obstacle to learning if it is used as the
basis for a reward (or punishment) system.
Much work will be necessary in this area if
process oriented, individualized learning
environments are to be widely and appropriately implemented.
The new definition of reading is a very
idealistic statement, as is the
Transformational Environment. Both,
however, already have had impact on
children's lives. There are many excellent
teachers who have individually carried out
these ideas in their classrooms without a
great deal of outside support. The job now is
to generate the support systems that will
make the idealistic, realistic. The
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